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Absu

Systems Cotrol Technology, Inc. is participating
in the Air Fce pgram e led obus Corol law
Development for Modern Aerospace Vehicles'
(MAVRIC) as a subcontractr to Nortop Aircraft
Division Tb goal of this program is to apply sat-of-
dte-at robst conr law desi melogies to higb-
performance aiaf with significant modelling erors
(uncertainties). The uncertainties which are being
considered include strucured, unstnntred, and those
due to linearizato, gain scheduling, and model
reducton. A model-following design technique
develpedu a previos Air Fore stdy has been
cast into an HV" synthesis framework. The desip
approach has th potental for direct desip of contrl
laws which feature both robust stability and
perfonce.

Two vhickes are being cosidered in the MAVRIC
program: a fighter aircraft with enhanced
maneuverability and a hypervelocity flight vehicle.
Control law development for the hypersonic vehicle
will be discussed in this per

I. Indio

A hypervelocity vehicle has been designed by
Northrop Aircraft Division specifically for the
MAVRIC pam A complete nonlinear simulain
has been developed with components modeling the
equations-of-motion (including a rotadng earth), jet
damping effects, a complete aerodynamic data base,
propulsion system, sensors, actuators, and strutmal
modes[l]l

Modeling of uncrtainties is a very important part
of the MAVRIC program. The sources of uncetaint
considered significant in the hypervelocity vehicle
model development are: errors in aerodynamic
prediction, vaiations in stuctal freuecy, damping
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aid mode shape and neglected sersor, actat, and
stru modes. The uncer dnta is used
directly in the design arach and aso for and
perfmance robus evaluation[2].

It is difficult to defie flight control
design specifications for flight vehicles capable of
hypersonic flight speeds pfimarily because the design
experience in this flight regime is limited.Ie most
recently developed opemtional aircraft capable of
hypersoni flight is the Space Shuttl Orbiter. Anoter
relevant and useful resource is the flying qualities
specifications proposed for NASA's Supsonic Crise
Research (SCR) vehicle.[31 The SCR flying qualities
specification was derived from the handling
charaterisics of some large supersic aircraft such as
the XB-70 and the Concorde. The desip specifications
used for the MAVRIC hypervelocity vehicle are
composed of a combination of requirements chosen
from the SCR specifications, the military standard
airaft specifcations,[41 and published Space Shutte
design requirements.5]

This paper will emphasize the peculiarities of
controlling a hypersonic vehicle using modemr H°
control synthesis methods. For example, it has been
shown dtat the altide degree-of-feedomn can be very
difficult to control pecisely in airraft taveling at very
high speeds. The: dynamics of the MAVRIC
hypervelocity vehicle are also unstable in both the
longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. In additon,
the RCS thrusters, used to control the vehicle when
conventional aerodynamic surfaces are not effective,
are highly nlinear a well as uncertain. It is expected
tat these inherent difficulties in controlling hypersic
aircraft will pose the biggest challenge to the modern
control design methodology.

IH. Technical AppErach Overview

The contml system for the MAVRIC hypervelocity
vehicle will rely on the control strucre developed for
the 1Design Mehods for In aed Corl" (DMICS)
programt6. The DMICS control stucture is shown in
Figure 1. Several novel feaure ae incorporated
within this explicit model-following control strucnt.
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The first and foremost feature is the concept of
generalized controls (6*), that is, pwe control
acceltions, both wanslational and rotational, which
can be geneat by the physical control effectors.
Implementation of generalized controls allows the
design for mission level requiranents (i.e., contrling
the aircr's sptal trajectory) to be decoupled frm the
design of the function level subsystems (i.e., the
physical control effectors that generate the foes and
moments required at the mission level). Another
interesting featue of the control stuture is the use of
an explicit, nonlinear model for tailoring the vehicle
flying qualides which is called the maneuver ommand
genemtor(MCG). Te control seector lates the
genealized auan into camands on the
physical a s

closed-loop ransfer function matrix fron the extenal
inputs w ID th coledresponses z, deoed TZW,
from Figure 2 is,

Tzw = PiI+ P12( - KP22)lP21 (2)

Figure 2 Stard Ht Control Problem

lbe H control methdology attenpts to find the
contml K(s) which minimize the the H° nom ofTzw
or,

f=zwL ((a jMO)) (3)

Figure 1 DMJCS/MAVRIC Control Stuce

The control design approach for the MAVRIC
hypervelocity vehicle has evolved after several design
exercises and detailed analysis of the vehicle dynamris.
The current strategy is to separate the design of the
feedforward controller fron the design of he feed
controller. The primary purpose of the feedback
controler will be to provide robust stability of the
vehicle. The primary purpose of the feedforward
controller is to provide robust (transient response)
prforance.

The feedback compensator is designed first, using
the H= mixed-senstivity appmachY. The objective of
the H°' control methodology is to dbtie a feedback
compensator, call it K(s), which minimizes the H°
norm of the closed-loop transfer function matrix. A
block diagram for the standard H' control problem is
shown in Figure 2. The aircraft is r ted by the
transfer function matrix P(s), which is composed of four
blocks,

(z) p(w) (P
P12\ (w
P2Js 4u

The vector signal w contains all external inputs
(inchdingd s or noise, and commands),
the output z c tains t response to be controlled, y is
th measurd variaes, and u is the control inpuL Dr

where, Irrzw,L is the notation for the HP nom of the
closed-loop tansfer funcion matrix and it is defined by

the largest singular value (a) of the unsfer function
matrix evaluated at positive frequencies, w.

An intesting result of the H°° control theory is
that when the apropriate control compesator has been
found, dte cloed-lOop tnsfer function matrix becoms

"all-pass" which means a [Tzw(Oco) is the same at all
frequencies. As a result, the closed-loop transfer
function matrix Tzw(s) can be shaped to any form by
concatenating a shaping fllter, call it W(s), which
models the inverse of the desired Tzw. The new

augmented plant results in a control where aT
[W(jc)Tzwjo)] is all-pass. Thus, TzW(s) = W-1(s) for
the final control system.

The sensitivity and complementary sensitivity
functions define many of the important stability and
performance properties of the closed-loop system.
Consequently, it becomes necessary to shape these
functions to achieve optimal performance. The all-pass
propery of the H' control methodology provides a
means though which specifications on the stability and
perfornunce of the closed-loop system can be handled
directly in the syntheis pre

The synthesis problem depictd in Figure 3, known
as mixed sensitivity design, will be utilized to design
the feedback controller for the MAVRIC hypervelocity
vehicle The controlled plant for the mixed sensitivity
case is,
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Pii = (WIl P12 = -WI2G)

P21 = I P22 - G (4)

The wansfer funtion matrix G(s) represents the
airrme dynamic Te closdloop aer function
matrix is this case is,

Tzw = (WS (5)~W2T) 5

whee S(s) = (I + G(s)K(s))- JStie sysem sensitivity
function and T(s) = I - S(s) is tK compkmentary
sensitivity function. The csed-op ansf function
matrix Tzw(s) reveals weihting filters WI(s) and
W2(s) which are choen to sisultaeoly shape S(s)
and T(s), respectively, resulting in the "mixed
sesitivity" design.

_ I

, P E~~Gs)l~~~~~~~~~~~ ,y
I- - - -- - - - W- -

Figure 3 Mixed Sensitivity Design Diagam

The weighting filter for the complementary
sensitivity functon is chosen to relc the unertainties
modeled in tb feedb path. It is well known dtat he
shape of the complemetary sensitivity functio ditates
how large m u uncertainties represted at UK
output of aircraft can be. quently, the modeled
uncertainties will be reflected to the output of the
aicaft to defie weighting filter W2(s).

Only bounded C ty (stured or
utrnnd) will be rfected to the oupd and to
define a complentary s itivity function weighting.
It has be found hat the al a uncertaines in
the MAVRIC hy s vehicle model were simply
too large to be useful in defing complntary
function weights. e worst- design ling
technique will therefore be used to in ae all
parameter uncertainty in the feedback controller
design.18

Ass n t pa es which define the model
and uertainty e ral, an tion of the
snarued singular value for ealuis r qred
for eval Ins ai used for this paper
was fir pm i*d by Jo , altu er simila
approwcba have been codeed by Burentt10 and
Doyle11lJ T.he ap -oxito ft ealfor tainty

IL()= D 0 pP--i(DMM 1

+ (DIffYlO)*)J (6)
whr

D = eal, diagnal Ing marix
=Permutatkm trix =dcliag(±I,±1..

p = spectra rio
M(s) = transfer function matrix seen by real
unetainty

The strucunred uncetainty approximation above
reveals information neeIed to define tie worst cas
design model. The magnitude of PR defines the
uncertainty magnitude which can be tolerated by
closed-lop system. The permutatiom matrix 0 reveals
the direction of the uncrtainty which might lead to
instability. Consequently, the if ion i PR and 0
can be used to define the worst case design model.
Specifically, the worst cue design model is defined as
the plant model formed by pertrbing the nominal plant
dynamics G(s) by the largest anticipated uncertainty
mapitude in the worst dirction india by 0.

Th feedfwward controller design will be carried
out by simply feeding ( imations of) commanded
accelerations to the reaction control system (RCS)
thrusters. The RCS dtustrs will be used primarily for
rsponse quickening because the uncetainty levels of
the trst are too lare fo use i the feed loops.
The feedforward control wil be designed so that the
flying qualies desip requirments are met with the
nominal (no uncertainty) airframe dynamics.
Ad4nmens will be mal to the feedforward contoller
and maneuver command geneator to improve uansient
respons fo ertus , ifrequied

Evaluation of the resulting control laws will be
carried out using singular value and strtured singular
value analysis.112] In addition, the handling qualities
of the airraft will be evaluated using time and
frequency es. Eventlly, the cmplete control
systems will be iplmented in a linear simulation
of the vehicle for linear (large amplitude) signal
evaluations.

HI. Example Results for the Lateral-Directional-Axis

This section serves to demonstre the contrl
design strategy for Ut MAVRIC hypervelocity vehkie,
lateral-directonal axis. Te aircraft is trimmed with a
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x-body-axis aCceleration of 0.35 g's ad a z-lxdy-axis
acceleration of 0.33 g's. The flight condition

cem toa ascent tQ .
lTe lines, laterakdirectonal model includes 8

sta side velocity (ft/see), roi rate (deg/sec), yaw
rate (deg/sec), roll angle (deg), 1st symmetric mode
rate (1/see), 1st asymmetric mode deflection, 2nd
asymmetric mode rate (1/sec), and 2nd asymmetric
mode deflection. The input used for contol of the
latealirectional-axis is: left thrs pitch vector (deg),
right thrust pitch vector (deg), left thrust yaw vector
(deg), right tust yaw vector (deg), RCS thuster up-
right-center (lb), and RCS truse up-left-nter (lb).
The output availbl forf conl is: measued
roll ra (deg/sec) and m ed yaw re (deg/sc).

The open-loop airfme eigenvalues are lised in
Table 1. Note ha the dutch roll mode csists of two
real poles, one of which i unstable (+1975 Iad/sec).
The spiral mode is also unstab, with a time-to-double
of 12.5 sec. First order acuao dynamics were also
included in the airframe dynamics, representing the
dynaics of the thrust vectoring nozzles (0.05 sec dm
constant).

Table 1 Bar Airframe and Worst Case Eigenvalues

Bam*Un Vt cm

0.055464 0.048221
-0.20-984 -0.21022
1.9746 2.2838
-2'. 3255 -2.6271
-20.0 -20.0
-20.0 -20.0

-0.96210 +64.132± -0.96210 +64.132±
-0.96210 -64.132± -0.96210 -64.132±
-1.5270 +101.79± -1.52700+00 +101.79±
-1.5270 -101.79i -1.52700+00 -101.79±

A simple control selector was formed to blend the
inputs of the airframe, to form accelerat commands.
Two control selectors are used, one for feedback kops
and one for feedforward signals. Only the duust vector
inputs will be uilizd in the feedb pac s because the
RCS thusters are highly nonlinear, with comparatively
large uncertainty.

The feedback loop control selector was formed
such that a generalized roll accelertion, 8jc. and a

generalized yaw acceleration, 6c, are commanded. The
generalized rol accelration signal will command the
left and right pitch thrust vectors in opposite directions.
The yaw acceeatn signal will command the left and
right yaw thust vects in uniso. Scaling paraneters
within te control selector matrix are chosen such that a
unity command acceleaon yields maximum deflection
of the thu vocto nozzles.

It is anticipated that a feedforward signal will be
needed for roil contrl inputs to quicken the vehicle roll
response. Therefore, the feedforward control selector

will espond to a commanded roll accleration, 6 .
The feedforwar d roil n will be
gerated by firing the RCS thusts aligned along the
z-body-axis on the sides of the vehicle. There are 2
vernier and 2 pimary ahuste lcated on the sides of
te vehicle. The tot thrus generaed by each side is
1794 lb. The fedfcrwrd contml seltor conumands
112 of the total from each truste when a unit rol
acceleration is coman . Te al roling momet
generted by a unit roll acceraon is equivalent to one
thust geneating 1794 lbs of UhusL This blending
and saling is necessary because the uters can only
fire in one direction.

Selected uncertainties were chosen from the
uncertainty model data base for synthesis and
evaluation.[2i The un ties thought to have Ut
grea impact of desig were d f. he
selcted u ain are listed in Table 2, alng with
any weighting rdte needed to describe the specific
form of the uncetainty. All of the uncertainties are lxl
blocks. Ote possible uncertainties (or combinations)
from the uncertainty data will be used in later
evaluations.

Table 2 Selected Uncertainty Sources
Descripton

Weathercock stabit, M1p
Dihedral effed, A4
First asym. mode slope (roll)
First asym. mode slope (yaw)

Rodl gyro time delay (20 msec)

Yaw gy time delay (20 msec)

Ro response pefrmance

Right-side ROS trser
Left-side ACS thuster

Sailna Filter

30 %
40 %
25 %
30 %

600S
S2+300s+30000

600s
s2+300s+30000

10
Tos+I
0.3
0.3

The firt step in the synthesis procedure is to
rns all of th complex uncertainties occurng m
the feedbk -hs to the outpt of the vehicle. In this
case, the fir six uncertainties occur within the
feedbk loop, but only the rae gyro time delays are
complex. Bause the rate gyro time delays already
occur at the outW of the vehicle, their weights can be
used directly to form the complmentay sensitivity
functi weightng.

Figure 4 shows the frequency depndent bound of
the rate gyro dme delay along with a complementary
sensitivity function weighting filter described by
0.01(lOsel)/(.OOlls+l)*12. The complemtary
sensitivity function weighting filtr is chosen larger
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trate gyro unertait to insure taU mixed
sensitiviy is Sable with respec to te rae
gymo Jl_ty.A eig g filter for the sensitivity f is
then chosen oompaible to the complementay
sensitdvity f_unco fiter. e sestyfu
weighting filter was chosen as
f(O.Ol+1)/(lOOOs+1)*f2. Tben_sMr y was dten
increased anti Sue complementary nsitivity fut
singular v1als reached th specification. The
sensitivity function g values for the intial
feedbt md i aire dynamics ae
shown m Figue 5 forTy= 200.
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Figure Initial Feedback Controller Design

The remainder of the synthesis steps require
evaluation of stnnred singular values with several
different uncertinty configurtions. The graphical
block diagram manipulation program Model-c is

used to form the analysis diagrams for the various
uncertainty configuatis Struued singuar values
are computed for real uncertainty using Jones'

method91 ewhile sructred singar values far c plex
inecrtanty are conmIuted usi Osbrne's me 3]

lhe initia H°m mixed seni vity compensato is
ested next for r ss to the a pameter
uncertintieswhich occu in the feedock ioo. The
fis for I listed n Table 2 are real and
occur in thef loop. The structured singular
valus for r real uncertainties ae shown as lt
sold l in Figure 6. th valu of abo 3.2 in
the structured singular vale curve near 0.01 md/sec
indics that Ut initl ed sensitivity feedback
controer does to have robst lit o Ut far real
isrerlantie As a result, the worst cmse model
method wil be uwd to improve the feedback
comena sa bility robn p ees.
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Figure 6 Stability Robuste Evaluation (Real)

The pernutation matrix which defines the largest
strucured sinlar value at 0.01 md/sec is obtained
using Jones' method and is,

= diag( -1,+1,+1,+1) (3)

The worst case design model is defid by prturbing
the airframe dynamics by a magnitude of the
mcertainty indiated by the 'weight' in Table 2 and in

the direction (sign) i ed by e pemutation matrix.
Therefore, a new design model is created which
includes a worst case description of the real
uncerainties within the feedback kxp. Te eigenvalues
of the wor case design model are also listed in Table
1. Note that the low-frequency (rigid-body)
eigenvalues of the worst ca design model are diffnt
from the low-frequency eigenvalues of te nominal bare
airfrae. The differences in fte rigid-body eigenvalues
esut from tainty in the weathercok stability

derivative Np and dihedral effect
Another HI mixed sensitivity feedback controller

is designed using the worst case design model for the
sensitivity function weighting fiters defined previously.
Both Ute real and cmnplex uncertainties present in the
fee ck diagram are now represented in the feedback
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compnsator design; Ut real u tait iformation is
utlized in the worst case design model while the
complex uncertainty is represented by the
cometr ses f weighig

Figue 6 shows the strctured sgular values fr
the first four eal uncetainties with the worst case
fe k contrl(dae d line). One can ready see
that Ut strcued ing with the worst ca
feedakamet we ess t unity, in a rct
stability to the rea uncertainties.

The final (worst case) feedback contller is
evaluated with all of the un es occring in the
feedback loop. Figure 7 shws the structured singular
values for the frm six u tainties using Osborns
medx Beie peak- nt singular value is
less than unity, sability n ied d
feedback controlk design is completed
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represetation of t performance requiremt as a
fictitious u inty. Briefly, Ut modl-following
performance is measured by the transfe fiui from
the m vwehicle respnse to tie difference
betweea vehl respone an Ut
actu vehidle r a (U elfowing er). A
wiU ng f a cleen to bound Ut lrgest alowabl
model-folowing em based on thef -domain
envelopes shown in Figure 8. The performance
weighting filte chosen far the hypeveocity vehicle
rol rate nseis wp(s) =10W(10 + 1). Figre 9
shows th inal aime rll rate model4foowing
erro as Ue solid line while e dashae line depicts Uth
perfoace weighting filter wp(s).

i

r--

Figure 7 Fnal Stability Robusnew Evaluaion

next step in Ut control desig process is to

design the feedforward compensatr and tue Ute MCG
to achieve nominal transient perfomance required by
the specified flying qualities requirements. The most
important response in the lateraldirectional axis the
roll se to latal stick inpuL Figure 8 shows the
roll reponxse of Ut vehicle to latal stick inputs, both
before (doued line) and after (sold line) design of Ut

feedforward compenatr. The dashed lines in Fiue 8
are ft frnency domain equivalent of te roil response
time response envelopes used to evaluate the Space
Shuttle control system.

The feedforward compensator approximates a roll
acceleration command to the feedforward control

seletor suh that 6jc = (400s(s+I00))pc(s). The

variable pc is Ut desired roll rae produced by the

MCG. The low-frequency behavior of the roll rate

response was improved by including a crossfeed of rc(s)
= (O.l/s)pc(s) in the MCG.

Once nominal performance is achieved by
feedforward design and MCG tuning, the control
system is checked for robust tansient response
performance. Robust performance evaluation requires

I
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Figure 8 Feedftrward Controller Design
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Figure 9 Roll Response Perfonnance Weighting

performance reqwrement is tanslated into a

fictuswncertainty by cncatnfing Ut verse of the

perfomance filter onto the roll rate model-following
error signaL The nominal performance requirement
en becomes Ute weighted model-following error. The
n insal perfomance requirement is plotted in Figure
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10 along with the robust performance sutnned
singular values (complex red singular values
with al nine uctaieslisted in Tble 2). One ca
see from the figure that the nminal perfrace

requirment is below unity fcr ail frequencies sed

and that the robust perfmance structured igula

values are less than unity, indicaing that the closed-
loop system has both robust stability and
p- StmanCe

0.001 0.1 10
Froqun ((Sde )

Figure 10 Fmal Performane Robuste Evaluation

llusilgn
While the complt control system design is not

yet flmshed, the desig results achieved dtusfar are
very enou ng as actal uncertainties a being
introded into the desi process We feel that the

most diffcult part of the design approach, that is

incorporating uncertainties from several sources
directly in the design, has been demonstrated. In

addition, the alternatives available to impve this
desig are clearly evident by the results completed so
that of the finished design is asred.
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